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Whither Science in the New Congress?
Prognosticators and scientists meet in Boulder and ponder advocacy strategies

j' oday we face a rapidly changing
I world....." So begins John

Gibbons in a recent article for the jour-
nal Issues in Science and Tcchnology
entitled "Science in the National Inter-
est." (The piece describes the Clinton
administration's overall science policy.)
Just how rapidly the world is changing
became apparent on November 8. when
the biggest congressional power swing
in 40 years took place. The resounding
electoral messagc added spice to a
meeting in Boulder on November 14
aimed at providing advocacy training
and facilitating the interchange ot ideas
between scientists and decision makers.

The meeting, sponsored by the Walter
Orr Roberts Institute's Government
Affairs office, brought together-almost
100 people. Senior scientists, commu-
nicators, and administrators from NCAR
were joined by experts in science policy

and legislation from the Washington
arena. Among the latter was Rick
Borchelt, press secretary since 1991 for
the House Committee on Science, Space
and Technology (HCSST). The mod-
erator was April Burke, Washington
attorney and principal, Lewis-Burke &
Associates. UCAR hosts were Roberts
Institute director John McCarthy and
Government Affairs director Gervaise
Dupree.

Burke, a public relations expert with
years of experience on Capitol Hill,
began the day by outlining the sober
realities of the federal budget. More
than 90% of the fiscal year 1994 budget

was taken up by entitlements, other
mandatory spending, military spending,
preexisting contracts, interest on the
national debt, and foreign aid. All of the
other functions associated with
Washington-including support for
science research-are funded with the
remaining 8%. Burke noted that this,
the domestic sector, will face the most
severe budget-cutting pressures of all in
the new Congress, since most of the
other federal functions are impossible
or politically dangerous to cut. Stream-
lining may be the most visible change to
come in 1995. Late in 1994, there was
talk by some congresspeople of abolish-
ing the U.S. Geological Survey and of

A guide for scientists navigating Washington
The labyrinth that is Capitol Hill is difficult enough for insiders to deal with,
much less the uninitiated. Any working scientist who wants to influence
Congress, from dealing with one's representative to testifying on a major bill,
would do well to pick up a copy of Working with Congress: A Practical
Guide for Scientists and Engineers. This concise document was published in
1992 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)
and the Carmegie Commission on Science, Technology and Government. Its
152 pages are packed with readable and down-to-earth details on how
Congress operates (on paper and in real life) and what one must do to make
an impact. Committee structures, the character of various leadership posts,
research entities, and office staffing are all included, as is a thorough glossary
and a list of important contacts. Working with Congress is available from the
American Association for the Advancement of Science Distribution Center,
Box 521, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 for $10.35, plus $4 shipping and
handling. UCAR corporate affiliates can request a complimentary copy by
contacting the Corporate Affiliates Program office at 303-497-2113, fax
303-497-2100, or e-mail dickson@ncar.ucar.edu.
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merging other scientific entities into a
new unit, the National Institutes for the
Environment. The NIE has had mixed
congressional support.

Burke also touched on the seemingly
indestructible nature of the federal debt.
It's now approaching $5 trillion, a quin-
tupling since 1981 and a doubling since
1988. Though year-to-year deficits have
leveled off in recent years, the total gross
federal debt continues to rise, now at
close to 70% of the gross domestic prod-
uct. That level was last broached in
1943-44, when the debt surged to well
over 100% of GDP. It remained above
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70% until 1956 as steady postwar ex-
pansion continued its long run.

With the fiscal pressures that now
face lawmakers, any expenses that
appear noncritical are under the gun.
Burke discussed one topic-research
overhead, or indirect costs-that
underwent particular scrutiny in the past
year. These fees, typically limited to a
percentage of the funding for direct re-
search expenses (primarily salaries and
equipment), pay for buildings, utilities,
and other support structures needed to
carry out research. Attention fell to this
matter largely because of the infamous
Stanford University dispute with the
Office of Naval Research over alleged
improprieties in the university's account-
ing practices and claims of indirect cost
overcharges from 1981 through 1992.
Last year the Clinton administration pon-
dered a one-year freeze on any increases
in payment of indirect costs to academic
institutions. Though this plan failed to
make it through Congress, an adminis-
tration review of indirect cost allocation
is now underway and new suggestions
may be forthcoming.

In this climate of uncertainty, Burke
urged scientists and their organizations
to put their best feet forward. For most
atmospheric scientists, any direct con-
tact with Congress usually comes
through calls to testify on proposed en-
vironmentally oriented legislation.
Burke outlined the essentials of appear-
ing before Congress: know why you
were called, know about the members of
the committee before whom you will
appear (but don't be surprised if only a
few show up for the hearing), provide
multiple copies of any written testimony,
be prepared to complete your appear-
ance in five minutes, and follow up with
a note to the committee.

Borchelt presented an illuminating
case study of how Congress, scientists,
and the media can interact on a major
issue. Throughout 1993 and 1994, fund-

ing for the $40 billion NASA space
station was a contentious issue. It
squeaked through the House by one vote
in June 1993, ended up becoming part of
a U.S.-Russia cooperative accord, then
faced pressure from HCSST chair
George Brown (D-Calif.), who threat-
ened to axe the project so that other
science efforts wouldn't get short-
changed as a result of the space station.
The eventual appropriations for NASA
in FY 94 were high enough that Brown
withdrew his opposition in June.
Borchelt, as the HCSST's new press
secretary, was firmly in the middle of
this fray and successfully orchestrated a
major media campaign in support of the
chairman's agenda.

Discussion later in the day centered
on the notion of "Updating the Social
Contract for Science," the title taken
from a Technology Review article in
November/December 1994 by David
Guston and Kenneth Keniston. This
article discusses the implicit postwar
agreement between scientists and politi-
cians: government will support science
and trust the peer-review process to pri-
oritize that funding, while scientists
promise ethical and valid work that will
yield advances for society. According
to Guston and Keniston, this agreement
is under serious strain due to ethical
breaches, administrative burdens, pork-
barrel science, the end of the cold war as
a research motivator, and other stresses.

"Science has a long history of lacking
an effective voice in Washington," said
organizer Dupree. "The broad interest
and participation of our scientists in this
workshop gives us encouragement that
our community is beginning to under-
stand and respond to its responsibilities
to communicate directly, and often, to
its targeted publics." The dramatic
changes about to take place with the
104th Congress provide both opportuni-
ties and challenges for advocacy in the
science community. -- Bob Henson,
UCAR Communications
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Human Anatomy On Line
NCAR, University of Colorado collaborate on an innovative atlas

T he Visible Man-a three-dimensional, digital data set of male
anatomy-was introduced to the world
via the Internet on November 28. This
exhaustive set of imagery was produced
through a collaboration of the National
Library of Medicine (NLM), the
University of Colorado (CU) Health
Sciences Center in Denver, and NCAR's
Scientific Computing Division. SCD
provided computational, networking,

and visualization resources and support
for the Visible Human Project, a trade-
marked component of the High Perfor-
mance Computing and Communications
Initiative (HPCC).

"The Visible Man represents an in-
credibly detailed atlas of human
anatomy, created from thousands of
images of a human body collected with
state-of-the-art radiographic and photo-

"The Visible Man
represents an incredibly
detailed atlas of human

anatomy"

graphic techniques," explains Donald
Lindberg, director of NLM. The project
is managed and funded by NLM, while
work has been carried out by researchers
at the CU Health Sciences Center.

According to CU's David Whitlock,
"The data will be a powerful educa-
tional tool for students, and it can also
make an important contribution to medi-
cal research. Cancer researchers, for
example, might be able to plot precise
anatomical locations of abnormal cell
growth in the Visible Man and use math-
ematical models to predict how a cancer
grows in the body." The data will also
be helpful in planning surgery, design-
ing artificial hips and other human-
created body parts, and testing various
types of medical treatments, the re-
searchers said.

"NCAR has two different roles in
this project," explains John Clyne, the
project's leader within SCD. "We are
providing visualization resources,

(continued on page 7)

This image is a three-dimensional volumetric
visualization of the Visible Man. It was con-
structed in SCD's Visualization Laboratory
from two-dimensional photographic data com-
piled at the CU Health Science Center in
Denver. (Image courtesy NCARISCD.)
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Technology Corner

UCAR's Technology Commercialization Program markets technologies that have been created in the course of scientific
research and development within UCAR. Each month in this column, we outline one or more technologies now available for

licensing. If you are interested in pursuing any of these opportunities, contact Wayne Moore, director of the Technology

Commercialization Program, 303-497-8563, e-mail wmoore@ncar.ucar.edu.

NCAR Graphics, version 4.0

The NCAR Graphics package offers

a wide range of capabilities for the
display of numerical data. Its versatility
has helped researchers at some 1,500

sites throughout the world make sense of

massive quantities of data-whether the

task be visualizing solar convection
fields, particle accelerator magnetics, the
Antarctic ozone hole, water movement

in the ocean, or some other observed or
calculated data. At the heart of NCAR

Graphics lie over two dozen utilities for

contours, maps, field flows, histograms,
x-y plots, wire frame surfaces, and
stroked characters.

Version 4.0 of NCAR Graphics will
offer two new interfaces and a prototype
Graphical User Interface (GUI), while
still retaining the FORTRAN and C
programmatic interface available in
version 3.2. The new interfaces have
been designed to appeal to a wider range
of users, from computer novice to expert
programmer. Functional enhancements
include direct PostScript output, better
error handling, improvements to the

Areas (masking) utility, and a complete
on-line hypertext documention system.

A demonstration of version 4.0 capa-
bilities was given at the 1994
Supercomputing Conference (November
14-18, Washington, D.C.) and will be
repeated at the 75th Annual Meeting of
the American Meteorological Society
(January 16-20, Dallas, Texas). The
package is planned for release in the
second quarter of 1995. For more details
on version 4.0, please refer to the color
information sheet included with this issue
of Signal.

Using NCAR Graphics in the real world

The versatility of NCAR Graphics supports a wide range of applications in the atmospheric and related sciences. Below,

two users tell us about their experiences.

William Cornette, Photon Research Associates, Inc.
La Jolla, California

W e are a growing, high technology research company applying state-of-the-art knowledge in science, engineering,
and computer software to a variety of observables and sensor systems. The systems span the infrared, visible,

ultraviolet, millimeter, microwave, laser, and radar wavelengths. Our system applications include military surveillance

and reconnaissance, satellite technology, and earth sciences.

I am the author of the MOderate Spectral Atmospheric Radiance and Transmittance (MOSART) code, which is the

standard Department of Defense code for calculating atmospheric transmission along sensor-target line-of-sight (LOS)

paths and optical radiance backgrounds against which targets are detected by sensor systems. One element of MOSART

is the plotting generator PLTGEN, which exclusively uses NCAR plotting calls. MOSART produces a number ofspectral
plots (e.g., transmission versus wavelength) with multiple curves on each plot, labelling, and appropriate identification.

NCAR Graphics is very useful for my work because it is FORTRAN-callable (MOSART is written in F77), is available

throughout the community, and can easily produce sophisticated plots.

I also use NCAR Graphics to produce single-purpose plots (e.g., for inclusion in documentation and diagnostics). I
find writing code with NCAR Graphics to produce plots is quick and fairly trouble-free. Our publications department

can take the gmeta file and incorporate it into a publication, changing the fonts on axis labels to correspond to the font
in the document and otherwise manipulating the plot for presentation purposes.

TPC
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lthough NCAR Graphics has long been a favorite of scientific researchers, it has required a great deal of
knowledge and skill from its users. Thus, the NCAR Graphics Group is making a major effort to create new

interfaces that will simplify the package for people with a broad range of skills varying from computer
novice to expert C or Fortran programmer. As part of this effort, a set of new NCAR Graphics interfaces will be
introduced in Version 4.0, which is planned for release in the second quarter of 1995.

Version 4.0 of NCAR Graphics will introduce interactivity. It will have a number
of new higher level interfaces for NCAR Graphics. At the highest level, there
is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) which allows for the access of data and
creation of displays. The data access features rely on the NCAR Command
Language (NCL) internal data model. NCL also calls the High Level Utilities
(HLUs) for creation and display of graphics. The graphic above shows the
relationship between the GUI, NCL, and HLUs.

NCL can be used directly from the command line in single line interactive
mode, or it can be executed as scripts in a batch mode. The graphic above
shows an NCL visualization specification block of code which results in the
XY plot shown in the center window. The right window shows a contour plot
(its NCL visualization block code is not shown). NCAR Interactive can generate
and display multiple graphics in a session. Each graphic has an independent
identifier.

Text and special symbols can be generated at publication-level quality. Special
symbol sets are available, including math symbols, all 160 of the WMO weather
symbols, and a set of weather map symbols as depicted in the graphic above.
In this case, US temperatures for July 18, 1994 are contoured over a US map
with descriptive weather symbols and text.

A prototype GUI is shown in the graphic above. In the lower right panel are a
list of available graphical objects. Selecting one of these objects leads to its
creation on the drawing canvas. Objects on the canvas can be selected by clicking
on them. Selected objects can be resized, moved, and edited. The text object
"Textltem2" is currently being edited. The Resource Editor allows attributes
such as size, color, and the text to be changed. Clicking on the "apply" button
causes the object to be regenerated with the requested changes.

Contouring and mapping are traditional strengths of NCAR Graphics. This
continues to be true in the interactive version of the package. The graphic above
shows a limited area contour plot overlaid on a satellite view projection of a
US map. There are ten standard map projections available in NCAR Graphics.

Online documentation for Version 4.0 includes a User Guide, Quick Start Guide,
and Reference Manual. The graphic above shows the NCAR Graphics home
page as displayed using the NCSA Mosaic package.



Graphical User Interface (GUI) prototype
For the computer novice or nonprogrammer, there is an Xl 1-based

"point and click" GUI. The prototype qualifier means that this version
of the GUI will evolve rapidly, as it will be undergoing enhancements
in future revisions.

NCAR Command Language (NCL)
For the power user, as well as those novice users who want to learn a

simple, but powerful language, we offer the NCAR Command Lan-
guage (NCL). Variables can be extracted from or written to datasets in
a variety of formats such as netCDF, ASCII. binary, or GRIB. These
variables can be manipulated mathematically (such as multiplied by
another variable or constant), or displayed in graphical form. NCL sup-
ports looping (do, do-while) and conditionals (if-then, if-then-else). In
short, NCL is a very powerful language for dealing with data.

NCL commands can be executed one at a time from the command
line, or can be gathered into a series of commands, called a script, and
executed in a batch mode.

At the release of Version 4.0, NCL will have a full netCDF interface.
You will be able to preview the metadata of a netCDF file to determine
the contents of the file. You will be able to select variables for input.
These variables can be mathematically manipulated, have their attributes
changed, be output to a new file, or be visually displayed using any of
the graphical objects in the High Level Utility library.

High Level Utilities (HLUs)
For the application programmer, we offer new Fortran and C high

level interfaces which eliminate the need to know anything about the
low level graphical libraries upon which the package is based. The HLUs
follow an object-oriented paradigm similar to that of an X11 widget.
HLU plot objects have a wide variety of built-in options. For example,
the Contour Object provides most of the contouring, mapping. and
annotating functionality that exists in the comprehensive set of NCAR
Graphics low level libraries.

The features of a typical plot are controlled by selecting options called
resources. The values of these resources reside in a text file, called the
resource file. This file can be edited using a standard text editor such as
vi. An application module is created when an HLU user program is
compiled and linked with the NCAR Graphics libraries. Plots can be
regenerated with major modifications (polyline attributes, fill attributes,
text attributes, etc.) by simply changing the values of the resources in
the resource file and re-executing the application module (e.g. a.out).

At release 4.0, the HLU library will contain the following objects:

* TextItem
Generic text placement object, supports filled fonts

* LabelBars
Generic filled label bar, used by Contour object

* Legends
Generic legend that displays both symbols and lines with text,
used by XyPlot object

* Titles
Positions titles around plots

. TickMarks
Draws tick marks around plots in five transformation styles (LOG,
LINEAR, IRREGULAR, GEOGRAPHIC, and TIME)

* XyPlot
Draws curves and symbols; uses Titles, TickMarks, and Legends

* Contour
Draws filled contours with and without maps; uses Titles,
TickMarks, and LabelBars

* MapPlot
Generates maps in any of the ten standard NCAR Graphics
transformations

* Workstation
Directs output to NCAR Computer Graphics Metafiles, PostScript
files, or an X 1l window

Currently planned fior release 4.1 are:

* Histogram
Creates a histogram plot; uses TickMark object

* StreamLine
Creates a streamline plot with and without maps

* Vectors
Creates a vector plot with and without maps

* 3D
A set of three-dimensional plot objects such as iso-surfaces,
surfaces, and histograms.

Low Level Utilities (LLUs)
This is the interface currently known as NCAR Graphics. You have a

lot of flexibility, but you have to know a lot to use it. We are not taking
this interface away, but we believe that most people will prefer to use
one of the higher level interfaces in the future.

Online Documentation
The interactive software is documented with a User Guide, a Quick

Start Guide, and a Reference Manual. All of these documents can be
accessed online via a hypertext browser such as Mosaic from NCSA.
In addition, the documentation of the low level libraries has also been
moved online including a Fundamentals Document, a comprehensive
Contouring and Mapping Tutorial, and the NCAR GKS-0A User Guide.
PostScript and hardcopy output of these manuals is also available.

Multiple Output Options
In addition to support for the Computer Graphics Metafile format,

full PostScript support has been added. All variants of PostScript can
be selected including PS, EPS, and EPSI. Output options of mono-
chrome, color, landscape, and portrait modes are supported.

Standards
Version 4.0 continues to be based on popular existing and de-facto

standards including: ANSI C, FORTRAN 77, ANSI/ISO GKS and CGM,
X11, Motif, netCDF, HDF, and PostScript. We will continue to track
the development of standards and implement those that gain the broadest
popularity across heterogeneous systems.

For more information contact NCAR Graphics Information by
calling (303) 497-1201 or sending email to scdinfot@ncar.ucar.edu

I
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Map of the' change in sea-level pressure in millibarsfrom 0Z.uly3J to OZAugust 1, 1992, based on National Meteorological Centeranalyses in the South American region. Contours r ,given exery two millibar. and negative contours are dashed. Elevations over 1,000meters are shaded progressively darker in increments of 1,000 meters. During this time, a high-pressure system moved from the westjust to the east of the Andes, resulting in a strong zonal pressure gradient across the mountainous topography. This gradient produceda'mountain torclue which accelerated the atmosphere and caused an inreusein the length of day. (For more details, see D A. Salstein
andR. D.Rosen, Science 264 (1994), 407. Image courtesy Atmospheric andEntvronmentalResearch,840Memorialt reCambridge,.Massachusetts 02139.)
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Peter Nelson, Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Inc.
Cambridge, Massachusetts

A ER was founded in 1977 and is well-known internationally for its work in the assessment of global environmentalA problems, including stratospheric ozone depletion and global warming. We are engaged in research and
development in the fields of circulation diagnostics, remote sensing, meteorology, numerical weather prediction,
climatology, atmospheric chemistry, mathematical modeling, and planetary sciences. Through research sponsored byfederal agencies and U.S. and foreign industries, AER has acquired a wide range of skills in the atmospheric sciences and
has developed a number of advanced computer models, analysis tools, and databases.

The NCAR Graphics package is an important and frequently used toot in o scientific visualization efforts. I have
used NCAR Graphics extensively over the pa~st 10 years; it has proven helpful in all stages of data analysis, from initial
assessment and error checking to the production of publication quality figures. Since many of our research efforts involve
the use of very large data sets, the FORTRAN interface of NCAR Graphics allows visualization to be efficiently
incorporated into analysis techniques instead of occuring as a post-processing step. Also, the package flexibility allowscombinations of parameters to be clearly displayed in a single graphic. For example, the figure below shows two fields,sea level pressure difference and topography, displayed on a geographic background.

Sea Level Pressure Difference.
1 Aug 1992 minus 31 July 1992
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Affiliate Profile

Concurrent Computer Corporation:
Corporate Affiliate With a Real-Time Focus

This is part of a series of occasional profiles on participants in the Corporate Affiliates Program. This installment on
Concurrent Computer Corporation was prepared by the company. If you would like to see your organization profiled, please
contact the Signal editorial office.

Concurrent Computer Corporation isthe computer industry's leading
specialist in high-performance, open-
systems-based solutions for interactive,
real-time weather analysis and forecast-
ing and weather communications. With
over 25 years of information systems
experience, Concurrent has played a pio-
neering role in delivering complete
solutions to complex customer problems
requiring high reliability, fault tolerance,
guaranteed response times, and the
ability to simultaneously acquire, store,
process, and display large amounts of
meteorological data.

While many computer vendors ad-
dress various aspects of a real-time solu-
tion (for instance, fault tolerance or pow-
erful graphics), Concurrent's architec-
tural approach ensures that all elements
of a real-time solution are optimized to
provide total performance. Concurrent
solutions have been chosen for:

* the FAA's Meteorological
Weather Processors, located at 21
Air Route Traffic Control Centers
and the Central Flow Weather
Service Unit in Washington, D.C.

* the world's most advanced
weather radar system, the Next
Generation Weather Radar
(NEXRAD), now being installed
at 176 sites worldwide

* the U.S. Air Force's Mark IVB
Meteorological Satellite Receiver

* the U.S. Navy's Tactical Environ-
mental Support System (TESS-3)
at shore and afloat

Concurrent's MAXION symmetrical
multiprocessor system is the platform of
choice for Lockheed's Meteostar
LEADS (Lockheed Environmental
Analysis and Display System). Satisfy-
ing both military and commercial cus-
tomer requirements, the LEADS/
MAXION system was selected by the
Navy for the enhanced TESS-3 system
and by the Tokyo Broadcast System to
produce and display meteorological
products for Japanese television. Con-
current computers running Lockheed's
Rapid Information Management soft-
ware are being implemented as the solu-
tion for Malaysia's new weather com-
munications switch.

Based on the MIPS 4400 RISC micro-
processor, MAXION features a revolu-
tionary new architecture, UltraSMART
(Scalable Multiprocessor Architecture
for Real-Time), in a complete, real-time
open system that conforms to industry
standards. The UltraSMART high-
throughput crosspoint switch eliminates
system performance bottlenecks caused
by the bus structure used in traditional
multiprocessor architectures. It also
greatly reduces the system overhead as-
sociated with traditional cash coherency
protocol (bus snooping) designs, giving
MAXION superior performance and
scalability.

The MAXTION/ATR multiprocessor system, which includes two 2.1-gigabyte removable disks
(at right), is designed to satisfy the requirements of system integrators for a real-time

multiprocessor system capable of being deployed on aircraft. (Photo courtesy Concurrent

Computer Corporation.)
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The MAXION system is available in
one- to four-processor 150-MHz con-
figurations and in a rugged, flight-ready
configuration called the MAXION/ATR.
The powerful MAXION/ATR proces-
sor, sized at 7"x10"x23" and weighing
35 pounds, is an ideal platform for field
use or for airborne, computationally in-
tensive remote-sensing applications.

Optional 200-MHz MIPS microproces-
sors and the enhanced MAX/OS Real
Time UNIX operating system will be
available in January 1995, followed by

eight-processor model in mid-1995.
These new products reflect Concurrent's
commitment to providing customers with
leading-edge technology to satisfy real-
time computing requirements.

Concurrent's world headquarters is lo-
cated at 2 Crescent Place, Oceanport,
New Jersey 07757; phone 908-870-

4500, 1-800-631-2154 (United States
and Canada only). For weather busi-

ness development, contact Steve Horn,
phone 402-291-5137, CompuServe
75557,117. UNIX is a registered trade-

mark licensed exclusively by X/Open

Company Ltd. MAXION, MAXIONI
ATR, and UltraSMART are trademarks
of Concurrent Computer Corporation.

Visible Human (continued from page 3)

developed by SCD to support analysis
of atmospheric and oceanic data, to help
medical personnel study the massive
anatomical data set." This was made
possible by utilizing SCD's CRAY

Y-MP/8 supercomputer, mass storage
system, and Silicon Graphics work-
stations within SCD's Visualization

Laboratory.

"We also are providing the Internet
site for the data until the National Library
of Medicine can take over this task,"
adds Clyne. The SCD-based Mass Stor-
age System can hold about 100 terabytes
(one trillion bytes) of data. Presently, it
has 50 terabytes of information, making
it one of the largest archives for com-
puter data in the world. It's growing at
a rate of one terabyte per month.

SCD's participation is bringing some
interesting benefits back to NCAR.
According to Don Middleton-Link, head
of SCD's Visualization and Digital
Information Group, "We are gaining
valuable experience from visualizing the
huge medical data set--expertise that
we can utilize in the analysis of the large
climate, oceanic, and other geoscience-

oriented data sets we routinely deal with
at NCAR."

The Visible Man was created with
digitized data compiled from the body
of a 39-year-old Texan who had willed
his body to science. The donor body
was imaged from head to toe using com-
puter tomography, magnetic resonance
imagery, and x-rays. It was then em-
bedded in gelatin, frozen, and sliced
crosswise into more than 1,000
microslices, using a laser-guided tech-
nique pioneered by Victor Spitzer and
David Whitlock, both of CU's Health
Sciences Center's department of cellu-
lar and structural biology.

As each cross-sectional slice was
removed from the cadaver, the surfaces
were photographed. The digital photo-
graphs were stacked and programmed
into an imaging computer along with
the data acquired from the radiologic
studies.

"Reconstructions of the data can be
rotated in space, viewed in any plane,
dissected, and reassembled," says
Spitzer. "Any anatomical part can even-

tually be extracted from the body and
viewed separately. Structures such as
blood vessels can be followed through-
out the body and their relationship to
other structures, such as organs and
bones, can be seen."

Lindberg adds, "This is the first time
such detailed digital information about
an entire human body has been com-
piled. The Visible Man is so complex
that those who wish to access the data
[expected to be predominantly medical
schools and researchers] will need up to
two weeks of uninterrupted Internet time
and 15 gigabytes [15 billion bytes] of
computer storage space."

There is no charge for accessing the
data, but users will be required to sign a
licensing agreement with NLM stating
how the information will be used. "The
Visible Man will be made available for
free to those who suggest promising
uses for the data and who have suffi-
cient computer storage space," says
Michael Ackerman, NLM project coor-
dinator. ---Joan Vandiver Frisch, UCAR
Media Relations
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Signal

Calendar/Announcements
March 22-23
GEMI '95
Environment and Sustainable
Development. Making it Happen
Arlington, Virginia

Information: 1-800-726-4853

March 28-April 7
United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
First Conference of the Parties to
the Friamewoik Convention on Climate Change
Berlin, Germany

Information: 41-22-979-9111
Internet: secretariat.unfccc@ unep.ch

April 3-6
SUPCON International/Global Warming
Information Center
Sixth Global Warming Inter national Conference
and Expo !Eecutive Workshop on Indastrial
Technology and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
San Francisco, California

Information: 708-910-1551

April 11-14
I 7th Annual National Hurricane Conference
Atlantic City, New Jersey

Information 904-561-1163

April 19-20
Association of Energy Engineers
GLOBALCON '95 The Marketplacefo
Energy and Environmental Technologies
San Francisco, California

Information: 404-447-5083, ext. 210

May 8-10, 1995
International Drought Information Center,
University of Nebraska
Planning for a Sustainable Future:
The Case of the North American Great Plains
Lincoln, Nebraska

Information. 402-472-6707

May 23-25, 1995
Alliance for Responsible Atmospheric
Policy/Intemational Climate Change Partnership
The International Conference on Climate Change
Washington, D.C

Information: 301-695-3762

June 21-24,1995
Second UNAM-Cray
Supercomputing Conference.
Numerical Simulations in
Enviionmental and Eaith Sciences
Mexico City, Mexico

Information (fax): 52-5-622-8540

June 5-12, 1995
Chinese Academy of Sciences/
Pacific Sciences Association
Synposium on Global Climate and
Environmental Chanee
Conferenc e on impacts of Climate Change on
Agricultural Production in the Pac iJic Rim
Beijing, People's Republic of China

Information (U.S.): 408-656-2840

July 2-14, 1995
International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics (IUGG)
XXI General Assembly
Boulder, Colorado

Information 1-800-966-2481
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